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Windows NT is a family of operating systems produced by Microsoft, the first version of which was released
on July 27, 1993.It is a processor-independent, multiprocessing and multi-user operating system. The first
version of Windows NT was Windows NT 3.1 and was produced for workstations and server computers.It
was intended to complement consumer versions of Windows that were based on MS-DOS ...
Windows NT - Wikipedia
Windows NT 4.0 is an operating system that is part of Microsoft's Windows NT family of operating systems. It
was released to manufacturing on July 31, 1996. It was Microsoft's primary business-oriented operating
system until the introduction of Windows 2000. Workstation, server and embedded editions were sold; all
editions feature a graphical user interface similar to that of Windows 95.
Windows NT 4.0 - Wikipedia
Python Programming on Win32 zeroes in on the strengths of the Python programming language for the
Windows platform. If you would like to use Python on Windows with Office 2000, this book is a perfect choice
for getting started. While it's not an introduction to Python programming itself, the book does present some
basic Python examples.
Python Programming On Win32: Help for Windows Programmers
In Windows NT (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10,...) one is able to write batch files that are interpreted by the Command
Prompt (cmd.exe). They can be used to automate file-system tasks such as backups or basic installations
and can be used with other command-line utilities as well.
Windows Programming/Programming CMD - Wikibooks
Programming Plus provides independent consulting and professional engineering services in the fields of
computer software and hardware. Specialties include software design and development, product
development, problem solving, systems administration and integration, portability and application porting,
performance enhancements, communications, networking, Internet connectivity, Internet ...
Programming Plus : Computer Consulting & Professional
Under the hood, how does Windows 2000 really work?Windows NT/2000 Native API Reference provides a
thorough listing of all available internal or "native" API calls, many of them undocumented. For any advanced
C/C++ programmer who writes Win32 device drivers or system utilities, this is an indispensable resource to
some truly impossible-to-find information.
Windows NT/2000 Native API Reference: Gary Nebbett
Free C & C++ Compilers and IDE's; Anjuta: Free open-source IDE for C and C++ on Linux/GTK/GNOME.
Borland C++ 5.5: This well known compiler from Borland (for Windows and DOS) can now be downloaded for
free (legally)!
Free C++ compilers and developers tools - Freebyte's Guide to
Windows Multimedia System In Win16 and Win32, Microsoft created a partially unified system for handling
multimedia. This system consists of the high level Media Control Interface or MCI Application Programming
Interface (API) and associated MCI drivers.
John McGowan's AVI Overview: Programming and Other
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Java Multithreaded Programming A er learning the contents of this chapter, the reader must be able to : âˆ‘
understand the importance of concurrency âˆ‘ understand multithreading in Java âˆ‘ create user-deï¬• ned
classes with thread capability âˆ‘ write multithreaded server programs âˆ‘ understand the concurrent issues
with thread programming This chapter presents multithreading, which is one ...
Java Multithreaded Programming - buyya.com
Das Windows Application Programming Interface (kurz: WinAPI; englisch fÃ¼r:
â€žWindows-Anwendungs-Programmierschnittstelleâ€œ) ist eine Programmierschnittstelle und
Laufzeitumgebung, welche Programmierern bereitstehen, um Anwendungsprogramme fÃ¼r
Windows-Betriebssysteme zu erstellen.
Windows Application Programming Interface â€“ Wikipedia
Easy user-mode driver development. Friendly DriverWizard allows hardware diagnostics without writing a
single line of code. Automatically generates the driver code for the project in C, C#, Visual Basic .NET,
Python, Delphi (Pascal), or Visual Basic 6.0.
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